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MR DUNCAN SANDYS AT NORWOoD

Mr, Duncan Sandys, Joint Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry
of Supply, speaking at Norwood this evening of the massive raids which

were being made night after night on Germany and Italy said;-

"We must ensure that every sortie our airmen make and every bomb

they drop inflicts upon the enemy the absolute maximum punishment.

Those responsible for the design of munitions are constantly exerting

themselves to compress into every ton of bombs the most highly concentrated

ingredients of destructive power which -modem science and human ingenuity

can devise.

11 If I were not afraid of giving information to the enemy, I would

like to tell you something about the remarkable insides of the great 4,ooo
and 8,000 lb, bombs, which have lately wrought so much devastation and dis-

may in Axis countries, I can, however, safely tell you that these

”cookies”, as the monster bombs are now popularly called, are being made

in quantities which should more than satisfy even Nazi appetites ,

'

”1 am glad to say also that, whilst the destructive efficiency of

our bombs his been improving, the productive efficiency of the Royal
Ordnance Factories has been increasing also, For the same number of man

hours which it took a year ago to fill 1,000 tons of bombs, 1,500 tons

are being filled to-day.

"In the field of snail arms ammunition, a remarkable increase in

efficiency has also been effected* On an average every munition worker

to-day is filling 60 per cent more rounds than ho was a year ago. The

significance of this figure will be appreciated when it is realised that

our monthly output of small arms ammunition is measured in terms of

hundreds of millions.

”In this connection it may Interest you to know that of our total

deliveries of all types of small arms ammunition to the three Services,

more than half goes to the R, A F,

”The machine-guns and cannon with which our aircraft are equipped

are moreover second to none. We have just completed an examination of

the very latest type of German aircraft cannon, the so-called M. G. 151

We find that it is in almost every respect inferior to our own Hispano

gun. Its muzzle velocity is lower. Its shell is smaller and less

destructive. Yet its design is far more complicated, with the result that

it probably -takes twice as many man hours to produce,” ,
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